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ABSTRACT
From the analysis of high–quality optical rotation curves of 9 low–luminosity
disk galaxies, we find that the properties of the dark halos around these objects
are inconsistent with the halo density profile of the halos emerging in high
resolution Cold Dark Matter N-body simulations. Dark halos around galaxies
are almost constant density spheres, very different from the characteristic CDM
ρ(r) / r−1.5 halos. This obviously challenges the theory (when the relevant
particle is non–interacting), also because we find that the dark halo densities
in the optical regions of spirals are unrelated to halos global properties, at gross
variance with what it automatically occurs within this theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dark matter (DM) halos in the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) scenario are formed via dissi-
pationless hierarchical collapse/merging and harbor the infall/cooling of the primordial gas
during the nal stages of formation of the present{day galaxies (e.g. White & Rees 1978).
Many studies have investigated the detailed structure of these halos emerging from the
cosmological evolution, mainly by means of N -body simulations at a progressively higher
spatial/mass resolution (e.g. Navarro, Frenk & White 1996, Cole & Lacey 1996, Fukushige
& Makino 1997, Moore et al. 1998, Huss, Jain & Steinmetz 1999, Bullock et al. 2001). The
unequivocal outcome of such realizations is well known: CDM halos have an universal struc-
ture in their density prole, namely a steep central cusp. In detail, across a wide range of
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masses and cosmologies, simulations found, on the ’ 1 − 10 kpc scale, a diverging density
prole: (r) / r−γ, with γ ’ −1 (e.g. Navarro, Frenk & White 1996, 1997; hereafter NFW).
Further simulations, at higher resolution, have revealed that the density prole of CDM ha-
los depends on the simulation mass resolution, in the sense that, the better is the resolution,
the steeper are the density proles (Moore et al. 1998, 1999). This trend seems to converge
to the (r) / r−1:5 prole (Ghigna et al. 2000).
It is then useful, in order to represent generic dark halos around galaxies, including the
CDM ones, to adopt the DM density distribution of Zhao (1996):
(r) =
s
[c + (r=rs)γ ] [1 + (r=rs)](−γ)=
(1)
where γ indicates the density inner slope,  the outer slope and  settles the turnover point
between the two regimes. The parameter c indicates the presence of a \constant density"
inner region (CDR). If c = 0, as in collisionless CDM, the density diverges for r ! 0
and rs and s are just units of measure. In the case of c = 1, rs is the size of a CDR of
value s. According to the above notation, the NFW and Moore density proles correspond,
respectively, to (c, , , γ)= (0, 1, 3, 1) and (0, 1.5, 3, 1.5).
The CDM{Moore halo properties can be compared with those of the actual halos around
galaxies, completing the work done for the CDM{NFW halos (Borriello & Salucci 2001,
hereafter BS01). We will investigate a number of low luminosity late{type spirals: in these
objects, the dark matter distribution can be more easily derived since the stellar disk scarcely
contributes to the gravitational potential. Studies have already claimed that some HI rota-
tion curves (RC’s) rise with radius slower than expected in the CDM regime (e.g. Moore
1994). However, beam smearing/low resolution eects in the HI RC’s and a very limited
number of objects and of kinematical data, have prevented these studies from settling def-
initely the issue (van den Bosch et al. 2000). Instead, in a series of recent papers, we have
examined a statistically sucient number of high{quality RC’s of spiral galaxies and tested
their consistency with the CDM{NFW prole: in detail, hundreds of high resolution RC’s,
carefully analysed with proper mass modeling have delivered a clear and simple message:
there is a gross inconsistency between CDM{NFW predictions and actual halo properties.
Then, time is come to conclude the investigation of the presence of CDM halos around
disk systems by comparing the detected dark halos with the more rened (and steeper)
CDM{Moore halo prole, now acknowledged as the natural outcome of the halo creation/evolution
process in CDM Universes. The reasonable suspect that it will fail as well does not prevent
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us from the investigation: we need to know the quantitative and qualitative level of the
inconsistency of collisionless CDM before looking to alternative scenarios.
In the test, we take as \control" distribution, the cored Burkert prole (c, , , γ)=(1,
2, 3, 1), proposed to represent the dark halo densities of dwarf galaxies (Burkert, 1995).
2 HALO MASS MODELS
High quality RC’s are crucial to infer the density prole of the DM halos. Then, as in
BS01, we selected from a large sample of RC’s (Persic & Salucci 1995) 9 high{quality optical
rotation curves belonging to low luminosity bulge{less late{type spirals (see Tab. 1). They are
smooth and symmetric and extend at least out to the optical radius?. The spatial resolution
is better than 1=20 Ropt and the velocity rms is about 3%. The sample includes objects with
I{band absolute magnitudes −21:4 < MI < −20:0 and in terms of rotational velocities with
100 < Vopt < 170 km s
−1. These low{luminosity galaxies have a large fractional amount of
dark matter inside the optical regions (Persic, Salucci & Stel 1996): the contribution of the
luminous matter to V (r) is therefore small and so its uncertainty. The mass modeling is
furthermore simplied in that in these objects the gas contribution to V (r) (inside Ropt) is
modest (BS01) and the stellar distribution is an almost perfect exponential.
The adopted mass model includes 1) a stellar exponential thin disk with free parameter
  (VD=V )2Ropt i.e. the fraction of the disk contribution VD(r) to the total circular velocity
at Ropt, and 2) a dark spherical halo, whose circular velocity prole can be obtained from
(1) by means of V 2h (r)  Gr
∫ r
0 4r
2(r)dr and having two free parameters s and rs, the
characteristic density and radius, once we choose the model to test (i.e. c = 1 or c = 0). The
parameters are determined by adjusting the model to minimize the total 2tot, dened as
the sum of 2’s calculated on circular velocities and on their logarithmic gradients r(r) 
d log V (r)
d log r
(see BS01 for details).
The CDM{Moore proles fail: in no case they can reproduce (with or without an ex-
ponential disk) the observed RC’s. The \best{t" disk + Moore halo models are shown in
Fig. 1 for completeness, although they have little physical meaning, in that the discrepancy
is too high and at any radius. The residuals of the ts have a characteristic \S" shape,
clearly indicating that CDM{Moore density prole, even left free to take any value for rs, is
? Ropt is the radius encompassing 83% of the light: Ropt = 3:2RD , where RD is the scale–length of the exponential thin disk.
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denitely too steep in the innermost region and too flat in the external part to comply with
the halo properties of halos around spirals.
To carry on the analysis we t the Burkert prole (c, , , γ)=(1, 2, 3, 1) to the data.
The best{t mass models are shown in Fig. 1 alongside with the separate disk and halo
contributions. This mass model runs perfectly, the parameters of the best{t models and
their 1 uncertainties are reported in Tab.1 . All 9 halos have central densities s of about
1 − 4  10−24 g/cm3 and an inner region of approximately constant density, whose size
is comparable or greater than the galaxy optical extension (0:7 < rs=Ropt < 4). For three
galaxies (545{G5, M{3{1042, N7339) the core is so large that the available spatial extent of
the RC’s is not sucient to measure its extension rs.
3 WHAT NEXT?
We conclude that the rotation curves analysed here imply dark halos with density distribu-
tions inconsistent with that characteristic of CDM{Moore halos (see for example Fig.2).
After this work, for the CDM theory, not only the core radius problem is dramatically
confirmed, but it also emerges the evidence that the DM distribution in the optical regions
of spirals is featureless and unrelated to global properties of the dark halo, differently from
what is naturally expected in a pure hierarchical clustering scenario.
To solve this puzzle is beyond the scope of this paper but it will be the guideline of our
(and others) future research.
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Figure 1. Rotation curves of the sample galaxies (points with errorbars) compared to the best–fit disk+Moore halo models
(the discrepant continuous line) and the best disk+Burkert halo models. For the latter the separate contributions of the disk
and the halo are also shown (dotted lines).
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Figure 2. Actual halo profile of 116–G12 versus theoretical prediction. Left: the dark halo density profile; right: the density
profile of a CDM–Moore halo of the same mass inside Ropt.
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Name MI Ropt  s  10−24 rs
(kpc) (g cm−3) (kpc)
116-G12 −20:0 5.4 0:29+0:03−0:1 2:7+3−0:7 10+10−5
531-G22 −21:4 10.5 0:11+0:07−0:06 2:1+0:5−0:4 12+4−2
533-G4 −20:7 8.4 0:07+0:05−0:02 4:3+0:5−0:9 6+2−1
545-G5 −20:4 7.5 0:21+0:03−0:03 1:0+0:3−0:3 22+300−4
563-G14 −20:5 6.3 0:25+0:02−0:07 4:3+1−0:9 6+2−2
79-G14 −21:4 12.3 0:19+0:03−0:07 1:3+0:3−0:3 14+4−2
M-3-1042 −20:1 4.7 0:45+0:06−0:04 2:2+3−0:8 15+300−10
N7339 −20:6 4.9 0:53+0:05−0:03 2:1+0:3−0:5 22+300−7
N755 −20:1 4.8 0:05+0:02−0:04 4:1+1−0:7 5+3−1
Table 1. Col. (1) - Galaxy name; Col. (2) - I-band absolute magnitude; Col. (3) - Optical radius in kpc; Col. (4)-(5)-(6) -
Parameters of the best–fit disk+Burkert halo models to the rotation curves.

